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Natatorium:
Dimensions: 92' wide x 202' long; fixtures at 20' a.f.f.; vaulted ceiling from 30' to 34' a.f.f.
Lighting: (40) M417-1000-3-P2-B-VP-0 wall-mounted uplights
Estimated illuminance: 116 fcai on perforated metal ceiling; 56 fcai on water; 40 fcai on perimeter deck
Estimated power density: 2.3 W/sf

elliptipar Style M417 XL
Style M417 is available
in three wall-mounted
configurations (shown at left
in the upright Position 1 with
solid cutoff visor) as well
as single and back-to-back
pendant arrangements.

The new Olympic sized pool at the
Greenwich Family YMCA is a major
addition to the original 1916 Georgian
Revival structure. The new pool also
features a 13' deep diving well and
one- and three-meter boards. The
original 18' x 60' pool remains to
serve the extensive aquatics program.
The Y offers a kids’ swim school;
youth swimming, diving and water
polo teams; adult aqua-fitness, swim
training and water polo; and SCUBA
classes.
Wall-mounted elliptipar Style M417
uplights with 1000W metal halide
lamps illuminate the space indirectly
from serviceable positions along the
two longer walls of the natatorium.
Integral encapsulated CWA ballasts
ensure quiet operation, an important
consideration in a space with so many
reflective acoustical surfaces.
Style M417 features an all aluminum
and stainless steel construction as
well as precured silicone gasketing,
making it ideal for corrosive pool
environments. An electrostatically
applied thermoset powder coat
finish exceeds a 1000 hour salt spray
exposure (ASTM B117-90 Salt Spray
[Fog] test).

U.S. Patents D468,473;
7,097,328

Perforated visors with a translucent liner (Option Code P2) provide
a soft glow to the front of each fixture. Mounting heights were
coordinated so that the uplights would not be obstructed by the
perimeter ducts.

The illuminated ceiling of the natatorium is visible through the
glazed end wall and side clerestories, creating an exterior identity
for the facility.
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